REQUEST FOR INFORMATION FOR
AUTOMATED COIN MACHINES (ACMS)
RFI NO. 20001

Central Florida Expressway Authority (CFX) is currently seeking out qualified vendors who can provide Automated Coin Machines (ACMs) to support our ongoing coin (toll) collection throughout the system. Respondents are encouraged to provide details of system and component capabilities that are innovative and beneficial to toll collection operations.

The intent of this Request for Information (RFI) is to provide CFX with an ACM solution that will fit within the current footprint (width, height and depth) as well as provide the similar functions of the current ACMs. CFX is currently interested in coin collection through the use of a coin basket and additional upgradeable provisions to support future payment methods, including touchless payment options. ACMs will need to be outfitted with a digital display that will state the current toll expected as well as a visual indication to the customer that the toll is successfully paid. ACMs shall be capable of supporting a minimum of two vaults for coin collection and storage that are set up in a configuration that will automatically switch upon reaching capacity, removal or when under maintenance. Vault removal shall only be capable upon authorized proximity card usage as well as an accepted PIN. ACMs shall be weather-resistant and be able to operate in outdoor conditions.

Interested parties are encouraged to provide information on their ACM products that are applicable to this RFI.

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION RESPONSE DEADLINE:

May 4, 2020

CFX CONTACT PERSON:

Ms. Aneth Williams
Director of Procurement
Aneth.Williams@cfxway.com
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Bids@cfxway.com
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